We introduce a simple algorithm, True Asymptotic Natural Gradient Optimization (TANGO), that converges to a true natural gradient descent in the limit of small learning rates, without explicit Fisher matrix estimation.
Let p θ (y|x) be a probabilistic model for predicting output values y from inputs x (x = ∅ for unsupervised learning). Consider the associated log-loss ℓ(y|x) := − ln p θ (y|x)
Given a dataset D of pairs (x, y), we optimize the average log-loss over θ via a momentum-like gradient descent.
Definition 1 (TANGO).
Let δt k 1 be a sequence of learning rates and let γ > 0. Set v 0 = 0. Iterate the following:
• Select a sample (x k , y k ) at random in the dataset D.
• Generate a pseudo-sampleỹ k for input x k according to the predictions of the current model,ỹ k ∼ p θ (ỹ k |x k ) (or justỹ k = y k for the "outer product" variant). Compute gradients
• Update the velocity and parameter via
TANGO is built to approximate Amari's natural gradient descent, namely, a gradient descent preconditioned by the inverse of the Fisher information matrix of the probabilistic model p θ (see definitions below). The natural gradient arguably provides asymptotically optimal estimates of the parameter θ [Ama98] . However, its use is unrealistic for large-dimensional models due to the computational cost of storing and inverting the Fisher matrix, hence the need for approximations. One of its key features is its invariance to any change of variable in the parameter θ (contrary to simple gradient descent). The natural gradient is also a special case of the extended Kalman filter from estimation theory [Oll17] , under mild conditions.
In TANGO, δt/γ should be small for a good natural gradient approximation.
For stability of the update (3) of v, γ should be taken small enough; but a small γ brings slower convergence to the natural gradient. A conservative, theoretically safe choice is setting γ = 1/ max g 2 using the largest norm ofg seen so far. This may produce a too small γ if gradients are unbounded. If the gradients follow a Gaussian distribution (with any covariance matrix), then γ = 1/E[3 g 2 ] is theoretically safe; the average can be estimated on past gradients. In general, γ
] is a necessary but not sufficient condition; this may be used as a starting point. (See discussion after Theorem 5.)
TANGO enjoys the following properties:
1. TANGO converges to an exact natural gradient trajectory when the learning rate δt tends to 0 with γ fixed, namely, to the trajectory of the ordinary differential equation dθ/ dt = −J(θ) −1 E[∂ℓ/∂θ] with J the Fisher matrix at θ (Theorem 3).
2. For δt = 1 TANGO is an ordinary gradient descent with constant learning rate γ.
3. For quadratic losses, TANGO is an instance of averaged stochastic gradient descent with additional noise (Proposition 2): a "fast" stochastic gradient descent with constant learning rate is performed, and the algorithm returns a moving average of this trajectory (updated by a factor δt k at each step). However, for non-quadratic losses, TANGO can greatly differ from averaged SGD (Fig. 1) .
Thus, TANGO smoothly interpolates between ordinary and natural gradient descent when the learning rate decreases.
To illustrate the convergence to the natural gradient in an informal way, take δt = 0. Then θ does not move, and the average of g is the gradient of the expected loss at θ. Then the average of v over time converges to (Egg ⊤ ) −1 Eg, the exact natural gradient direction at θ. Indeed, this is the only fixed point of (3) in expectation. Actually, (3) is a way of solving for Related work. Three different lines of work lead to TANGO-like algorithms. Averaged SGD [PJ92, Rup88] uses a "fast" gradient descent with large learning rate γ (here on the variable v), with an averaging operation on top (here by accumulation into θ). For linear problems γ can be kept constant.
Averaged SGD achieves the asymptotically optimal Cramer-Rao bound involving the inverse Fisher matrix, although "no explicit Hessian inversion has been performed" [MB11, PJ92] . TANGO may clarify how the implicit Hessian or Fisher matrix inversion occurs.
Later work on averaged SGD focussed on non-asymptotic behavior (especially, forgetting of the starting point), on somewhat dimension-independent bounds, and on larger γ for linear models [MB11, BM13, Mar14, DB15, DFB16] . A constant, large γ provides the most benefits; yet for nonlinear models, averaged SGD with constant γ leads to biases, hence the need for TANGO. Our analysis of the dynamics of v in TANGO and in Theorem 5 below follows this line of work.
Previous work on approximating the natural gradient for large-dimensional models, such as TONGA and others [LMB07, Oll15, MG15, DSP + 15, MCO16], did not provide an arbitrarily good approximation to the Fisher matrix, as it relied on structural matrix approximations (diagonal, block-diagonal, diagonal plus small-rank...) An exception is [DPCB13] for Boltzmann machines, directly transposed from the Hessian-free Newton method of [Mar10, MS11, MS12] : at each step, a large number of auxiliary conjugate gradient steps are performed to solve for Fisher matrix inversion, before the main update of the parameter occurs. From this viewpoint, TANGO performs the main gradient descent on θ and the auxiliary gradient descent at the same time.
For quasi-Newton methods in the convex case, auxiliary gradient descents to approximate the inverse Hessian have been suggested several times; see [ABH16, Mar10, MS11, MS12] and the references therein. Second-order methods for neural networks have a long history, see e.g. [LBOM98] . 1 Third, "two-timescale" algorithms in reinforcement learning use updates reminiscent of TANGO, where the "fast" timescale is used to approximate a value function over a linear basis via a least squares method, and the "slow" timescale is used to adapt the parameters of a policy. For instance, the main results of [Tad04] or [KB17] deal with convergence of updates generalizing (3)-(4). However, these results crucially assume that both δt and γ tend to 0. This would be too slow in our setting. A constant γ can be used in TANGO (and in averaged SGD for linear least squares) thanks to the linearity of the update of v, but this requires a finer analysis of noise.
Discussion and shortcomings.
Critical to TANGO is the choice of the parameter γ: the larger γ is, the faster the trajectory will resemble natural gradient (as v converges faster to (Egg ⊤ ) −1 Eg). However, if γ is too large the update for v is numerically unstable. For averaged SGD on quadratic losses, the choice of γ is theoretically well understood [DB15] , but the situation is less clear for non-quadratic losses. We provide some general guidelines below.
The algorithmic interest of using TANGO with respect to direct Fisher matrix computation is not clear. Indeed, for δt = 0, the update equation (3) on v actually solves v = (Egg ⊤ ) −1 Eg by stochastic gradient descent on v. The speed of convergence is heavily dimension-dependent, a priori. Similar Hessian-free Newton algorithms that rely on an auxiliary gradient descent to invert the Hessian, e.g., [Mar10] , need a large number of auxiliary gradient iterations. In this case, the interest of TANGO may be its ease of implementation.
Still, averaged SGD is proved to accelerate convergence for quadratic problems [PJ92] . So TANGO-like algorithms bring benefits in some regimes.
For linear models, [DFB16] study situations in which the convergence of (3) happens faster than suggested by the dimension of the problem, depending on the eigenvalues of the Hessian. For non-linear problems, this may be the case if the data clusters naturally in a few groups (e.g., classification with few labels): sampling a value ofỹ in each of the clusters may already provide an interesting low-rank approximation of the Fisher matrix Egg 
because the expectation ofgg ⊤ is 1 B times the Fisher matrix. Preconditioned TANGO (e.g., à la RMSProp) can be obtained by choosing a positive definite matrix C and iterating
(This is TANGO on the variable C −1/2 θ.) The matrix C may help to improve conditioning of gradients and of the matrix CEgg
⊤
. Choices of C may include RMSProp (the entrywise reciprocal of the root-mean-square average of gradients) or the inverse of the diagonal Fisher matrix, C −1 = diag(Eg ⊙2 ). These options will require different adjustements for γ.
Quadratic output losses can be seen as the log-loss of a probabilistic model,
for any value of σ 2 . However, σ 2 should be set to the actual mean square error on the outputs, for the natural gradient descent to work best. The choice of σ 2 affects both the scaling of gradients g andg, and the sampling of pseudo-samplesỹ, whose law is N (f θ (x), σ 2 ).
TANGO as an instance of averaged SGD for quadratic losses. Averaged SGD maintains a fast-moving parameter with constant learning rate, and returns a moving average of the fast trajectory. It is known to have excellent asymptotic properties for quadratic models.
For quadratic losses, TANGO can be rewritten as a form of averaged SGD, despite TANGO only using gradients evaluated at the "slow" parameter θ. This is specific to gradients being a linear function of θ.
Thus TANGO can be considered as a non-linearization of averaged SGD, written using gradients at θ only. Even for simple nonlinear models, the difference can be substantial (Fig. 1) . For nonlinear models, averaged SGD with a fixed learning rate γ can have a bias of size comparable to γ, even with small δt. 2 TANGO does not exhibit such a bias.
Proposition 2. Assume that for each sample (x, y), the log-loss ℓ(y|x) is a quadratic function of θ whose Hessian does not depend on y (e.g., linear regression ℓ(y|x) =
Then TANGO is identical to the following trajectory averaging algorithm:
where ξ k is some centered random variable whose law depends on θ fast k−1 and θ k−1 . The identification with TANGO is via v k = θ k−1 − θ fast k . The proof (Appendix A) is mostly by direct algebraic manipulations. For quadratic losses, the gradients are a linear function of the parameter, so that the derivative at point θ fast can be rewritten as the derivative at point θ plus a Hessian term; for quadratic losses, the Hessian is equal to the Fisher metric.
The additional noise ξ k is multiplicative in v. This is standard for linear regression [DFB16] : indeed, in linear regression, the gradient from sample (x, y) is −yx + xx ⊤ θ, and its expectation is −E(yx) + E(xx ⊤ )θ so that the gradient noise has a multiplicative component (xx
(Treatments of gradient descent often assume additive noise instead, see discussion in [DFB16] .)
Replacing the TANGO update of θ in (4) with θ k = θ k−1 − v k would make TANGO equivalent to an accelerated gradient method with additional noise for quadratic functions.
Convergence of TANGO to the natural gradient. Let the Fisher matrix of the model be
2 A bias of size γ is easy to see on the following example: Define a loss ℓ(x) = |x| for |x| γ/2, and extend this loss in an arbitrary way on the interval [−γ/2; γ/2]. Since the gradients are ±1 out of this interval, a gradient descent with fixed learning rate γ, initialized at a multiple of γ/2, will make jumps of size exactly γ and never visit the interior of the interval [−γ/2; γ/2]. Whatever the average parameter of this trajectory is, it is unrelated to the behavior of the loss on [−γ/2; γ/2] and to the location of the minimum. Thus averaged SGD can have a bias of size ≈ γ, whatever δt.
where, for a column vector v, v ⊗2 is the outer product vv ⊤ . The stochastic natural gradient descent on θ, with learning rate δt, using the exact Fisher matrix J(θ), is
where at each step (x k , y k ) is a random sample from the dataset D. In the limit of small learning rates δt → 0, it converges to a "true" continuous-time natural gradient descent trajectory, driven by the differential equation
Theorem 3. Make the following regularity assumptions: The second moment of gradients g is bounded over θ. The fourth moment of gradientsg is bounded over θ. The lowest eigenvalue of the Fisher matrix J(θ), as a function of θ, is bounded away from 0. The Fisher matrix is a C 1 function of θ with bounded first derivatives. Let θ T be the value of the exact natural gradient (12) at time T . Assume that the parameter γ in TANGO is smaller than some constant that depends on the moments of the gradients and the eigenvalues of the Fisher matrix.
Then the value of θ obtained after T / δt iterations of TANGO converges in probability to θ T , when δt → 0.
The probability in this theorem refers to the random choice of samples
Theorem 3 will be obtained as a corollary of the more general Theorem 5, which also provides quantitative versions of the choice of γ in TANGO.
To illustrate a key idea of the proof, we start with a simpler, noise-free situation.
Proposition 4. Consider the iteration of
initialized at v 0 = 0, where F is a vector field on θ and A is a field of symmetric positive definite matrices. Assume that F and A are C 1 with bounded derivatives. Let λ min := inf θ min eigenvalues(A(θ)) and λ max := sup θ max eigenvalues(A(θ)), and assume λ min > 0 and λ max < ∞. Fix γ smaller than 1/λ max .
Then when δt → 0, the value θ of this system after T / δt iterations converges to the value at time T of the ordinary differential equation with preconditioning A −1 ,
Proof.
We first deal with the case of constant A(θ) ≡ A. First, note that the sums of the contributions of v 1 to all future updates of θ is δt (Id −γA) 
This suggests setting
which contains "θ k plus all the known future updates from the terms F (θ j ), j k, that are already present in v k ". Substituting for θ k and v k+1 in z k+1 , one finds that the update for z is
which only involves the new contribution from F (θ n ), and not v. Moreover,
since A −1 is bounded (its largest eigenvalue is 1/λ min ). Now, the update for v k is (1 − γλ min )-contracting, because the condition γ < 1/λ max implies that the eigenvalues of γA lie between γλ min and 1. Since λ min > 0 and F is bounded, it is easy to show by induction that v k (sup F )/λ min so that v is bounded. Therefore, z k = θ k + O(δt). Then, given the regularity assumptions on F , one has F (θ k ) = F (z k ) + O(δt) and
since A −1 is bounded. This does not involve v any more. But this update for z k is just a Euler numerical scheme for the differential equationż = −A −1 F (z). So by the standard theory of approximation of ordinary differential equations, when δt → 0, z T / δt converges to the solution at time T of this equation, within an error O(δt). Since θ k − z k is O(δt) as well, we get the same conclusion for θ.
For the case of variable A, set
and substituting for θ k and v k+1 in this definition, one finds
Now, under our eigenvalue assumptions, A −1 is bounded. Since A has bounded derivatives, so does A −1 thanks to ∂ θ A −1 = −A −1 (∂ θ A)A −1 . Therefore we can apply a Taylor expansion of A −1 so that
so that
after which the proof proceeds as for the case of constant A, namely:
and v k is bounded by induction. So the update for z k is a Euler numerical scheme for the differential equationż = −A(z) −1 F (z), which ends the proof.
We now turn to the stochastic version of Proposition 4. This provides a generalization of Theorem 3: Theorem 3 is a corollary of Theorem 5 usinĝ
For numerical simulations of stochastic differential equations, the usual rate of convergence is O(
Theorem 5. Consider the iteration of
initialized at v 0 = 0, whereF k is a vector-valued random variable andÂ k is a symmetric-matrix-valued random variable. Let F k be the sigma-algebra generated by all variables up to time k, and abbreviate
and assume that these depend on θ k−1 only, namely, that exist functions F (θ) and A(θ) such that
Assume that the functions F and A are C 1 with bounded derivatives. Let λ := inf θ min eigenvalues(A(θ)), and assume λ > 0. Assume the following variance control: for some σ 2 0 and R 2 0,
where A B means B − A is positive semidefinite. Fix 0 < γ 1/R 2 . Then when δt → 0, the value θ of this system after T / δt iterations converges in probability to the value at time T of the ordinary differential equation with preconditioning A −1 ,
initialized at θ 0 = θ 0 . More precisely, for any ε > 0, with probability 1 − ε one has θ T / δt − θ T = O( √ δt) when the constant in O() depends on ε, T , λ, γ, σ 2 , R 2 , and the derivatives of F (θ) and A(θ). The bounds are uniform for T in compact intervals.
The variance assumption onÂ directly controls the maximum possible value via γ 1/R 2 , and, consequently, the speed of convergence to A −1 . This assumption appears in [BM13, DB15, DFB16] 
) If the distribution ofg has bounded curtosis κ in every direction, then the assumption is satisfied with R 2 = κE g 2 [DFB16] ; in particular, for Gaussiang, with any covariance matrix, the assumption is satisfied with R 2 = 3E g 2 . All these quantities can be estimated based on past values ofg.
Theorem 5 would still be valid with additional centered noise on θ and additional o(δt) terms on θ; for simplicity we did not include them, as they are not needed for TANGO.
Lemma 6. Under assumptions of Theorem 5, the largest eigenvalue of
Moreover, θ → A −1 (θ) exists, is bounded, and is C 1 with bounded derivatives. The same holds for θ → A −1 (θ)F (θ).
Proof.
First, for any vector u, one has Au
Taking u an eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue λ max of A shows that λ max R 2 . Next, the eigenvalues of A lie between λ and
Id rather thanÂ =gg ⊤ . Actually it is enough to check the assumption withgg ⊤ . Indeed one checks that ifgg ⊤ satisfies the assumption with some R 2 , then (1
Id satisfies the assumption with max(R 2 , 1/γ), and
R 2 so that the eigenvalues of γA lie between γλ and 1. So the eigenvalues of Id −γA lie between 0 and 1 − γλ. Since A is symmetric and its smallest eigenvalue is λ > 0, it is invertible with its inverse bounded by 1/λ. Thanks to ∂ θ A −1 = −A −1 (∂ θ A)A −1 , the derivatives of A −1 are bounded.
Lemma 7. Under the notation and assumptions of Theorem 5, for any k,
Up to the factor 4, this is optimal: indeed, whenF andÂ have a distribution independent of k, the fixed point of v in expectation is v = A −1 EF , whose square norm is (EF ) ⊤ A −2 EF which is EF 2 /λ 2 if EF lies in the direction of the eigenvalue λ.
The proof is a variant of arguments appearing in [BM13] ; in our case A is not constant,F k is not centered,Â k is not rank-one, and we do not use the norm associated with A on the left-hand-side. Let
for any α > 0, thanks to 2ab = 2(
Take expectations conditionally to
By the assumptions, γR 2 1 and v
Taking 1 + α = 1−γλ/2 1−γλ we find
Taking unconditional expectations, we obtain
and by induction, starting at v 0 = 0, this implies
Corollary 8. Under the notation and assumptions of Theorem 5, for any n, for any ε > 0, with probability 1 − ε one has
Proof. This follows from Lemma 7 by the Markov inequality and a union bound.
The next two lemmas result from standard martingale arguments; the detailed proofs are given in the Appendix.
Lemma 9. Under the notation and assumptions of Theorem 5, let ξ be the noise on F ,
and moreover for any n, for any ε > 0, with probability 1 − ε, for any k n one has
Lemma 10. Under the notation and assumptions of Theorem 5, set
Let (M k ) be any sequence of operators such that M k is F k−1 -measurable and M k op Λ almost surely. Let λ max = sup θ max eigenvalues(A k ), which is finite by Lemma 6. Then
and moreover, for any n, for any ε > 0, with probability
Proof of Theorem 5.
Let n := T / δt be the number of discrete steps corresponding to continuous time T . All the constants implied in O() notation below depend on T and on the assumptions of the theorem (R 2 , γ, λ, etc.), and we study the dependency on δt.
Similarly to Proposition 4, set
where B k is a matrix to be defined later (equal to A −1 for the case of constant A). Informally, z contains θ plus the future updates to be made to θ based on the current value of v.
Now define B k in order to cancel the v k−1 term, namely With this choice, the update for z is
Remove the noise by defining
Assume for now that
Since A −1 F is Lipschitz (Lemma 6), we have
If we prove that
so that y k is a Euler numerical scheme for the differential equationẏ = −A −1 (y)F (y), and thus converges to the natural gradient trajectory up to O( √ δt), uniformly on the time interval [0; T ]. Since we assumed that θ k − y k = O( √ δt), this holds for θ k as well. We still have to prove the two assumptions that
Proof of Lemma 11.
With this definition one has
by a direct computation. Now A −1
Thanks to Corollary 8, with probability
and B n − A −1 n is 0, so by induction,
Back to the proof of Theorem 5. To prove that
Thanks to Lemma 11, this rewrites as
For the first term, note that A −1 j = A −1 (θ j−1 ) is F j−1 -measurable (while B j is not, because it depends on θ k for k j). By Lemmas 9 and 10, A j ξ j and A j ζ j are both O( √ n) = O( 1/ δt) with high probability. So the first
by Cauchy-Schwarz. By Lemma 9, E ξ j 2 is O(n). So with probability 1 − ε, thanks to the Markov inequality,
The same argument applies to ζ thanks to Lemma 10.
Therefore,
A Additional proofs
Proof of Proposition 2. Start with the algorithm in Proposition 2, with any noise ξ k . Under the update for θ k one has
Now set
where we abbreviate g fast
, the gradient of the loss at θ fast k−1 . Let H k be the Hessian of the loss on the k-th example with respect to the parameter. Since losses are quadratic, the gradient of the loss is a linear function of the parameter:
where
is the gradient of the loss at θ k−1 . Thus (68) rewrites as
and thanks to (66),
so the above rewrites as
If we set ξ k := (1 − δt k−1 )(g kg
then this is identical to TANGO. However, we still have to prove that such a ξ k is a centered noise, namely, Eξ k = 0. This will be the case if
where the expectation is with respect to the choice of the random outputỹ k given x k . From the double definition of the Fisher matrix of a probabilistic model, we know that 
Since we have assumed that this Hessian does not depend onỹ, it is equal to H k . Thus TANGO rewrites as averaged SGD with a particular model of noise on the fast parameter.
Proof of Lemma 9. This is a standard martingale argument. By the variance assumption onF k , one has E k−1 ξ k 2 σ 2 . Likewise, E k−1 M k ξ k 2 Λ 2 σ 2 . This proves the first claim.
Moreover, since E k−1 ξ k = 0 and M k is F k−1 -measurable, E k−1 M k ξ k = 0, namely, the M k ξ k are martingale increments.
2 . Consequently, EX n nΛ 2 σ 2 . Moreover, E k X k+1 X k , so that X k is a submartingale. Therefore, by Doob's martingale inequality, with probability 1 − ε,
Finally,
j=1 M j ξ j , hence the conclusion by the triangle inequality.
Proof of Lemma 10.
The argument is similar to the preceding lemma, together with the bound on E v k 2 from Lemma 7. Conditionally to F k−1 one has
4R 2 λ max σ 2 /λ 2 by Lemma 7.
The operators M k introduce an additional factor Λ 2 . Consequently, E n k=1 M k ζ k 2 4nR 2 Λ 2 λ max σ 2 /λ 2 . The rest of the proof is identical to Lemma 9.
